
THE PAPER STORE LOCATIONS

Shop The Paper Store to find unique gifts for every occasion. Browse fashion, jewelry, home decor, toys, spa, stationery
and much more.

Lousy return policy. I almost let go of the door and stepped back outside. I love this store! I have also gotten a
bunch of Boston Sports wear too. It has everything from cards and gift wrapping supplies to a huge Vera
Bradley selection, a Yankee Candle super store, books, candy, stationary, baby gifts, children's toys, wedding
gifts, local sports teams garb and clothing and other unique, fun gifts. Sales staff not very friendly or helpful.
In , Bob's son John Anderson proposed significant growth in the company, which ultimately led to the opening
of additional stores across multiple states. Purchased over dollars in gifts for my wife for her birthday and had
to make a return of a Alex and Ani bracelet my wife had received a few months prior as a gift. They have a
gigantic selection of Vera Bradley. They refused the return stating it was an older style no longer in stock even
though I was fully willing to accept a store credit and frankly would have been fine with any amount. Tonight
I went in 10 minutes before closing. They certainly have a wide variety of merchandise that is very well
displayed. Honestly, if you can't find a gift for someone in here, they don't deserve it! I love this Paper Store in
my town : This store benefits from location and a semi-diverse variety of giftware. You usually have to stand
by the register for a long time hoping they stop their gossipy chit chat and notice a customer. Two weeks ago I
went in for fall themed guest towels--the paper kind for powder rooms. Beverly, MA I usually make 2x a
month trip to the paper store for my Alex and Ani bracelet splurge but I also love the card selection. As my
daughter was making her purchases, I stood next to her with nothing but my purse and the other cashier asked
if I was all set. They would soon carry and deliver The Shopper, a local publication, to homes in Maynard and
surrounding towns. I have a hard time leaving without spending everything I have. Buyer beware make sure
you don't pick an older style. The business would continue to prosper, eventually splitting its successful
distribution and retail components in  Early in life, he got his first job as a shoe-shiner for a local cobbler. No
eye contact The prices are reasonable and they always have a lot in stock. I have emailed the customer service
department who are asking me to go back to the store to resolve the issue but a company as big as this should
just be taking care of honest customers not making them jump through hopes. The Paper. Will not shop here.
My greeting?


